Black Support Not Complete

By Frederick Lowe

Since the organizing and establishing of the Obi Society, the few dedicated workers of the Obi Society have found more Black and aware people among the White students than the colored boys and girls on campus. Black is no longer the pigmentation of a person’s skin. It is the philosophy of a proud people.

During the first week that the Obi Society was set on campus, interested white students came into the Obi office and offered support to every committee, drive and fund that Obi is working for. This type of support is welcomed by Obi, but since the purpose of Obi is for the Black man to work for a society of justice, black support is needed. It is true that several colored students have offered support to Obi, but this support has never materialized. These students have found themselves in the snackbar daily playing cards. Is this a way of showing that the White man has beaten you down so far that the only thing you can do is to be another Stepin Fetchit?